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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Hello all, I would like to wish everyone a Happy New Year. Based on recent progress, with
vaccinations underway in the Province, this augers (if I can use an “earthmoving” analogy) well
for the future.
Unfortunately, there were no Sapper Appreciation Dinners in December when normally awards
for the year are issued to deserving soldiers. In the Newsletter there is an article about one of the
alternative activities planned by one of the Squadrons, with the other two Squadrons to hold their
events in 2021.
In the Association we look forward to be able to participate in Regimental events as we
collectively develop “herd immunity”.
Please support the Museum through purchase of an engineer mask.
Chimo
Bill White
President

HONOURS AND AWARDS
Order of Military Merit
The 71st list of the Order of Military Merit was recently announced. As part of this
announcement, WO Gratrix was named as a Member of the Order.
WO Gratrix has served over 20 years as a Combat engineer, Combat Diver and IED operator.
His service was predominantly at 1 CER in Edmonton but he was posted to 39 CER in 2018 and
has faithfully served our Regiment as an Operations NCO. He has continued to demonstrate the
incredible level effort and dedication that has become his hallmark and we are lucky to have him
on our team. The following paragraphs are a brief description of some of WO Gratrix’s
contributions that have been recognized over his career. Those that know him well will attest to
the fact that WO Gratrix’s effect on the unit and its membership has been felt every single day.
He cares deeply for his soldiers and shares his experience and humour with leaders and soldiers
alike.
Warrant Officer Gratrix has deployed to Bosnia (2002), Afghanistan (2004 and 2008), and
Ukraine (2017). In 2011, Warrant Officer Gratrix was awarded a Brigade Command Team
Commendation for his exceptional performance on a domestic operation in support of flooding
in Winnipeg. This commendation was in recognition of his having led a team of Combat Divers
and Port Inspection Divers to cut down trees and other obstacles underwater in order to clear a
helicopter landing zone and resupply route. This landing zone and route were essential to the
flood relief efforts. While conducting a mounted combat team attack on an exercise in 2012,
Warrant Officer Gratrix’s light armoured vehicle fell into a sink hole, seriously injuring two
members of his section. Despite his own injuries, Warrant Officer Gratrix coordinated first aid
for the two casualties, retrieved the communication equipment which had been thrown from the
vehicle during the accident, and called in casualty evacuation. For these actions, Warrant Officer
Gratrix was awarded a Division Command Team’s Commendation. In 2016, while deployed on
Operation Unifier in Ukraine as the Counter-Improvised Explosive Device (C-IED) Chief
Instructor, Warrant Officer Gratrix authored a training plan, qualification standard and IED aide
memoire for the Ukrainian C-IED School. These documents were translated and approved for
publishing in NATO doctrine. The Ukrainian Armed Forces use this training plan as their
primary reference to train and develop competent IED operators in support of the conflict in
Eastern Ukraine. For his work on this project, Warrant Officer Gratrix was awarded a
Commander Canadian Joint Operations Command’s Commendation.
Warrant Officer Gratrix has also demonstrated his dedication to the training of soldiers
domestically. He understands the importance of well-structured and professionally delivered
instruction and on multiple occasions volunteered to teach junior officers and NCMs at both the
Canadian Forces School of Military Engineering and the Infantry School. On all occasions he
was recognized by the schools’ Commanding Officers for his dedication to effective, highquality training.
All ranks of 39 CER are truly proud of WO Gratrix and we all know he is highly deserving of
this honour. Well done and CHIMO!
(submitted by)
J.P. (Jim) Julien, LCol, CO 39 CER

EXERCISES
A Tale of Two Exercises
Maj Andrew Gower OC 6 ES
Ex Ribbon Rafter (Ex RR) is traditionally the annual shake out for the Medium Raft (MR) and
the Regiment’s assault boat skills. 1 Engineer Equipment Troop from Wainwright comes to
Chilliwack in advance of the exercise to conduct a Technical Assistance Visit (TAV) and ensure
the Bridge Boat Erection (BBE) and MR pontoons are all in operational condition. Ex RR is part
refresher training for the Sappers of 1 CER, and part culminating event of the TAV by 1 EET.
Typically, it is conducting administratively and focuses on Sapper skills, BBE and HLVW
operators, and ensuring all of the equipment is operational in preparation for Ex PALADIN
RESPONSE (Ex PR). Like much in 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic had already led to the
decision to cancel Ex PR 20, and such Ex RR 20 was redesigned to be a much different affair
this year.
Taking advantage of having 1 EET present for the Ex, CO 39 CER assigned OC 6 ES the task of
designing a tactical Ex RR for 2020. The plan was to conduct a full water crossing operation,
with the MR being the crossing mode chosen. The Royal Westminister Regiment were on board
to be an assault force to take the far bank, and the entire Regiment would come out to form a
robust field troop, a Squadron HQ, and a “hicon” element based around 39 CER HQ. Even 39
Svc Bn were going to be part of the exercise play, by providing vehicle packets to run through
the crossing site. Finally, a section of Sappers would join the RWR platoon and conduct a
fighting patrol through 39 Svc Bn’s defensive position in OPSEE – a culminating event for their
exercise planned for the same weekend.
All this was not to come to pass however, as new Provincial Health orders and a spike in
COVID-19 cases in early November forced a decision to completely re-tool, and the exercise
was re-designed and largely re-planned in 5 working days. 1 EET delayed their TAV until
March. MR was taken out of the options as part of the exercise, and the emphasis shifted to
running multiple battle procedure cycles in a tactical scenario. Tasks included building
obstacles, running an assault boat crossing, and doing a weapons cache search. The bulk of the
training would take place in the Columbia Valley training area, with Jade Bay and Maple Bay on
Cultus Lake used for the assault boat ferry operation.
The end result was a fast paced, fully tactical exercise with a robust field troop, deployed
squadron headquarters, and significant embedded signals support from 39 Signals Regiment to
ensure a strong CNR net was available for communications. The squadron operation order for
“OP STING RAY” was delivered (via Zoom, of course) to two troop commanders and SHQ on
Thursday, 12 November. This allowed the troop commanders, one for the actual troop and one
playing troop commander to a notional troop, a full week of evenings to complete their first
round of battle procedure. The section commanders were launched with troop orders issued the
evening of November 19th – and the scenario rolled on from there.
By the end of the exercise, the troop commanders had received four sets of orders, and issued 4
sets of orders themselves to their section commanders. In the case of 62 Tp – only back briefs to
the OC were given. Wire and timber obstacles were built, assault boats carried all stores and
personnel across Cultus Lake for 48 hours of the ex, several encounters with OPFOR took place,
a weapons cache was searched, and all members of the regiment who deployed on the ex were
tired, dirty, and satisfied.

From left to right Cpl Tam, from 39 Sigs Regt in support, Pte Robinson, Cpl Amiri, Section
commander in background - Cpl Laurin, Pte Krafczyk, Cpl Thiessen, Cpl Pierre posing in
front of a timber obstacle built during Ex RIBBON RAFTER 2020

Cpl Pascal Laurin, one of the sections commanders in 61 Fd Tp, gives orders to his section during
Ex RIBBON RAFTER 2020

MCpl Sabrina Boechler, one of the section
commanders for 61 Fd Tp, displays their
“rubber rifles” with high vis markings
that were required for using Maple Bay
and Jade Bay.

Pte Burton, left, and Pte Brzyski, right, show off
their Mainland Liberation Army (the notional
OPFOR) uniforms

Second from left, Lt Kurt Murseli, Tp Comd 61 Fd Tp, discusses his plan with Sgt
Gary Izawa (right), 61 Fd Tp WO while Capt Andrew Jarvis, OCT, looks on.

SAPPER APPRECIATION DAYS
So kind of the Army to rename the Men’s Christmas Dinner to Soldier Appreciation Dinner
when they really wanted to say Sapper Appreciation Dinner!
6 Engineer Squadron December Training Weekend
Maj Andrew Gower OC 6 ES
With no Sapper Appreciation Dinner due to COVID-19 force health protection measures, the
Sappers of 6 ES chose to conduct rope bridge training on Saturday December 12, 2020. Led by
Lt Kurt Murseli, 61 Fd Tp Comd, with technical oversight by SSM 6 ES WO Craig MacLeod, 18
members of the squadron trained for the day in the armoury compound. Annual awards will be
presented in the New Year at a training weekend scheduled for 22-24 January 2021.

Lashings on one of the timber tripods set up for rope bridging

WO Craig Macleod, SSM 6 ES, briefs Sqn Members on safety for the rope bridging training

WO Craig Macleod, SSM 6 ES, demonstrates how to cross a rope bridge

Rope bridge training at 6 ES

54 ES Sapper Appreciation Day 2020 Promotions, Presentations and Awards
Article by and photographs provided by 2 I/C 54 ES Capt Middelveen.
The year 2020 has been an unusual one with the global SARS-CoV2 pandemic causing COVID19. In light of the provincial Public Health Order prohibiting social gatherings, the annual
Sappers' Appreciation Dinner (SAD) for all sqns had been cancelled. On December 5th 2020, 54
ES opted to pursue a 9mm pistol range standard Personal Weapons Test 1 (PWT1) as an
alternate method of boosting morale and esprit de corps within the sqn. The OIC for the range
exercise was Adjt Capt Jarvis with WO Boisclair as the RSO, also mentoring Sgt R.
Montgomery in this position. All attendees were qualified on the Canadian Armed Forces PWT1
prior to conducting dynamic shoot drills. Sgt R. Montgomery, (she serves in the RCMP as a
handgun instructor) ensured all members understood the function and drills on the Browning
9mm, then tested their confidence on the weapon with not only with the Test of Elementary
Training (TOETs) but also their PWT 1. As the confidence was built with each member
demonstrating their skills with a weapon they rarely use, Sgt Montgomery R. adjusted the target
exposures to challenge the shooters. In the end Cpl Magnus demonstrated exemplary skills and
won the Top Shot award!

Sgt Montgomery led some more challenging and dynamic serials based on her experience as a
shooting instructor with the RCMP. Under clear blue skies, personnel from 54 ES and RHQ
take part in a 9mm pistol shoot at the 25-metre superimposed range at Vokes Range.

Cpl Kalongo is supervised by Sgt G. Montgomery during the 9mm PWT-1.

OC 54 ES, Maj Ferg barbeques the hamburgers and hotdogs while SSM 54 ES, MWO Mader prepares the
buffet line. Note that COVID-19 protocols were strictly adhered to in the conduct of the lunch service.

During the lunch break, the senior staff lead by OC Maj Ferg and SSM MWO Mader (call sign
Barbeque) served lunch, reminiscent of the Christmas dinner tradition for senior staff to serve
dinner to soldiers in appreciation of their hard work during the year.
Upon completion of the range exercise, the annual awards were presented.

OC 54 ES, Maj Ferg, addresses the troops at the conclusion of the SAD range day.

On behalf of OC Adm Sqn, Maj Ferg presents the RHQ/Admin Sqn cup to Sgt van Erp.

Cpl Sturm receives the 54ES Top Sapper/Cpl of the year trophy from Maj Ferg and the take-home plaque
from SSM Mader.

MCpl Carney receives the 54ES Top MCpl/Sgt of the Year trophy from Maj Ferg and the take-home
plaque from SSM Mader

After having achieved a perfect 10/10 score on the PWT-1, Cpl Magnus won the shoot-off to earn the
54ES Top Shot trophy as presented by Maj Ferg.

Honourable mention to Pte Lane, the runner-up, who also achieved a score of 10/10 on PWT-1.
The Most Dedicated of the Year plaque was awarded to MCpl Stephen, Regt Tpt NCO.
Although not a member of 54ES, his untiring support to the Sqn on a weekly basis was
recognized.

He is so dedicated; he was not available to receive his award.

Although not a traditional Sappers Appreciation Dinner, it was a great success and enjoyed by
all. Have a great holiday season and all the best for the New Year!
ENGINEER FACEMASKS
You too can have a 39 CER mask. The photo below is the CO and RSM modelling the new
mask at Exercise RIBBON RAFTER in Chilliwack.
Here are the details:
1) to buy a mask, please go to http://39cer-museum.net. On the left hand side you will see a
donate button. Click, fill in the info and “buy” the mask. Based on the payment we will know
how many masks you want. So, if you pay $45, then you will get 3 masks.
2) if you know someone that you think would want one or more of these masks, feel free to order
an extra one or two under your name. When you get your order, give them the masks
3) the breakdown on the $15 per mask is $10 to purchase and $5 to the Museum as a fundraiser
and processing fees.
4) masks will be distributed through the Armouries. If you need the mask mailed to you, there
will be shipping and handling charges that need to be paid in advance

MEMBERSHIP
For those wishing to become members of 39 CER Association, a membership form can be
acquired from: membership@39cer.ca

39 CER Association Contacts
President: Bill White Col (Ret’d)
Vice-President – Roli Krueger HLCol 39 CER
Treasurer – Roli Krueger HLCol 39 CER
Secretary – Grant Acheson Maj (Ret’d)
Newsletter Editor – Achim von Wiedner Maj (Ret’d)

president@39cer.ca
roland_krueger@telus.net
roland_krueger@telus.net
secretary@39cer.ca
avonwiedner@shaw.ca

The 39 CER website can be accessed at: http://www.39cer-museum.net/
For more Engineer news please visit the Canadian Military Engineer Association website at:
https://cmea-agmc.ca

